
In order to rise in the search engine results, you need to create content that offers value and
shares helpful information with your ideal customer. When your content satisfies searcher
intent so it answers the question they initially asked the search engine, your content will
attract them to you. Ranking high on SERPs is also a great way to gain a competitive edge
in your industry. When evaluating digital marketing channels, return on investment (ROI) is
often a priority consideration, if not the most important. While SEO results take time, a
high-quality strategy eventually delivers impressive ROI.

Why Technical SEO Matters
The best SEO Consultants take a holistic approach believes Gaz Hall: Make it as easy as
possible for users to go from general content to the more specific content they want on your
site. Create a dedicated Video sitemap and submit to Google. Mission critical issues are the
technical SEO problems that demand attention: those that are hurting traffic today or
preventing traffic growth tomorrow. Technical issues can be the barrier between a good site
performing well organically or not. An independent SEO Consultant has to be comfortable
with the given setup of internal and external teams and consider its impact on the overall
SEO strategy.

High-quality Content Is Important For SEO
Strategies for optimizing content vary depending on the type of content. For instance, some
strategies for article content may not apply for video content. The bottom line for optimizing
content is to enhance the user experience. Websites serving unique content are preferred to
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those recycling existing data or widely available materials. A great example of this are real
estate listing sites. These sites generally syndicate information available elsewhere (via MLS
or government sources). However, even these kinds of sites can move up in the ranking
results if they set themselves apart with unique value that others in that category may not
have, such as school information or nearby transportation options. No matter how skilled a
content writer or creator you are, if you don’t have a clear set of objectives, you’re bound to
fail. Your ability to use exceptional vocabulary doesn’t always mean that your content will be
admired. Websites demand precision, which means the use of simple language over
extravagant ones. If you are looking for a SEO Agency Yorkshire to help you with your
Google rankings, then a simple Google search should suffice.

Your SEO Plan Is An Important Part Of Your Site’s
Competitive Strategy
Regular SEO competitor analysis will help you figure out where you can improve and if there
are any weaknesses in your competition’s strategy that you can capitalize on. An SEO
competitor analysis, or SEO competitive analysis, involves researching the content and other
elements of the content, like the links and keywords a competitor has used. Put simply, it is
an SEO comparison between two competing websites in a similar industry or business. No
businesses function alone in the market. Therefore it is essential for your business to mark
your direct and indirect competitors` strengths and weaknesses and to make a high-level
comparison between them and you. Conduct off-page and on-page analysis. This involves
studying your competitor’s backlinks, anchor texts, social media strategy, tools used, content
and page by page traffic figures. A SEO Specialist can spend years learning how to analyse
data in order to improve content and help businesses grow.

Why The Keyword Discovery Process Is Still A Crucial
Part Of Your Google Ranking Strategy
Knowing your keywords helps you to understand your brand and your business. What are
you selling? What are your services? If you don’t know this, identifying your keywords can
help you to understand who you are. The power of keyword research is often misunderstood
or underestimated by a lot of marketers. It isn’t as simple as finding the keyword with the
highest search volume and targeting it to be ‘position 1’ in Google. Getting team members,
clients, your content team, and others involved in the keyword brainstorming process can
generate even more relevant keywords. Too many people bypass this crucial planning step
because keyword research takes time, and why spend the time when you already know what
you want to rank for? A professional Rocking Horse Restoration will keep themselves
updated with the latest trends and techniques which are working well in the market.
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SEO Statistics All Small Business Owners Should
Know
Statistics help us turn data into information, allowing us to make informed and rational
decisions. The search engine marketing statistics below are aimed at helping you make
better-informed decisions about the running of your search marketing campaigns.

● The average cost of publishing a paid guest post is $77.80.
● There are more searches on mobile than on desktop.
● 70.87% of keywords with more than 10,000 monthly searches consist of only one or

two words.
● 13.53% of keywords with ten searches per month or fewer consist of only one or two

words.
● The average length of a first-page YouTube video is 14 minutes, 50 seconds.
● 92.42% of keywords get ten monthly searches or fewer.

An experienced SEO Consultancy will help you to improve your ranking on the search
engine while also not exceeding your budget.
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